
ALUSAFE 1600 Technical data:
Overall length: 16,10 metres 
Length hull: 14,50 metres 
Length waterline: 12,75 metres 
Breadth overall: 4,60 metres
Draught: 1,00 metres 
Weight dry: 13.000 kg 
Service weight w/fuel, 9 pers: 16.000 kg
Max speed, service weight with crew: 35 knots 

Engine:
Std: 2x VOLVO TAMD D11 - 600 HP HP
Alt: Other approved engines 

Propulsion:
Std: Waterjet Hamilton 322

Materials
Hull made of marine aluminium.
Superstructure made of aluminium

The fender is made of special foam, and 
protected with tailor-made PVC cover. 

The Alusafe 1600 is a multipurpose search, rescue and patrol craft used in 
operations in semi open oceans and in sheltered waters. The craft is pow-
ered by two diesel engines each connected through a marine transmission 
to a waterjet system.

The hull is shaped to maintain speed in various weather conditions and is very seaworthy as 
well as having a shallow draft. Further on the hull is divided into separate watertight sec-
tions. The superstructure is made of marine grade aluminium. It is divided into two sections, 
the wheelhouse and the main cabin forward. Capasity of crew for this project is 9 persons in 
which 4 are enjoying fully dampened chairs in the wheelhouse. Another focus area for this 
project is soundproofing, which are well taken care of.   

The fuel capacity is 2.000 ltr, giving it a range of 225 N. Miles at cruising speed. Fresh water 
capasity is 120 ltr.  The craft is fitted with extened communication and electronic equipment. 
 
A high power rigid inflatabel boat type Zodiac Pro 500 is stored aft on the upper deck. 

The craft is built and equipped and certfied acc. to: Det Norske Veritas (DNV) “Standard for 
Certification of Craft No. 2.21” DNV 1A1 Patrol R2. 
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